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“If we’re already experiencing these events at one degree, you can imagine how unbearable it’s going to be when it’s double or triple that." ...
Extreme heat in the US, Europe and China is slamming economies around the world—and making inflation worse
Nature is our only existing tool to do this at scale, despite laudable efforts to develop new human-built tools and technologies. Leading studies have
found that nature-based climate solutions, from ...
Trees Are the Secret Weapon of America's Historic Climate Bill
Recent examples include a feral colony where ... Several cities now employ a “chief heat officer” to seek solutions for how to adapt. Miami, Phoenix,
and Athens have “heat officers.” ...
Letters: Stray cat problem has solution; Heat and humidity demand our attention
For example in New York City ... there is still going to be excess heat to counteract. Air conditioning units are one solution but many climate experts
are championing a shift to heat pumps ...
Solutions for a hotter world: sunblock for pavements, armies of trees, and one 400ft hole
The country is a leader in EV adoption, but extreme weather is exposing weaknesses in its charging infrastructure.
China’s heat wave is creating havoc for electric vehicle drivers
For example: This new era of extreme heat won’t be easy to live with ... Find out what incineration is and why it cannot be a solution to the plastic
problem. The legacy of colonialism has ensured ...
We’re not ready for the age of extreme heat
As heat waves become more common, more intense, and more lethal, the contrast between news articles that spell out the impact of extreme heat and their
accompanying “fun in the sun” photos becomes ...
Images used to depict heat waves matter. Here's why.
California is facing extreme heat this summer with temperatures in the triple digits. At this point, everyone is trying to beat the heat. Kesha Holmes
lives in Sacramento's Oak Park neighborhood. Each ...
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'When it's triple digits, I get scared' | Extreme heat disproportionately affects low income and communities of color
That is the perfect recipe for creating heat islands, recording much higher temperatures sometimes across just a few streets. The phenomenon is becoming
more and more dangerous because of the global ...
US Communities Are Mapping Heat Islands To Boost Climate Resilience
Today, organizations of all shapes and sizes should be thinking about their relationship to climate change and community health.
Environmental Sustainability – Summit & Table of Experts
The overloading of the grid is particularly harmful in places that have never seen such high temperatures, like London, where temperatures reached an
unprecedented 104.5 °F in July. Aging electricity ...
Keeping the Grid Alive with AI Amidst Extreme Summer Heat
I’ve grown up in Washington, I had never experienced these annual heat waves on an annual basis.” Babies are especially sensitive to heat, and with
climate change, Plog and her husband realized that a ...
The Inflation Reduction Act offers subsidies for heat pumps — will U.S. homeowners warm to them?
When Courtney Cecale moved into her North Texas house in the summer of 2020, she was in for a heat shock. The plants in her car wilted and died before
she could move them into the house. Her two black ...
Anthropologist explores how heat impacts North Texans' physical, mental health
As droughts worsen across the world, investors are turning up the heat on companies wasting water and trying to pick winners from a sparse crowd of
specialist listed companies looking to address the ...
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